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ABSTRACT

Despite their success in perception over the last decade, deep neural networks are
also known ravenous to labeled data for training, which limits their applicability to
real-world problems. Hence self-supervised learning has recently attracted inten-
sive attention. Contrastive learning has been one of the dominant approaches for
effective feature extraction and has also achieved state-of-the-art performance. In
this paper, we first theoretically show that these methods cannot fully take advan-
tage of training samples in the sense of nearest positive samples mining. Then we
propose a new contrastive method called AdaCLRpre (adaptive self-supervised
contrastive learning representations), which can more effectively (supported by
our proof) explore the samples in a way of being closer to supervised contrastive
learning. We thoroughly evaluate the quality of the learned representation on Im-
ageNet for pretraining based version (AdaCLRpre). The results of accuracy show
AdaCLRpre outperforms state-of-the-art contrastive-based models by 3.0% with
extra 100 epochs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Unsupervised learning (Hadsell et al., 2006b; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Maji et al., 2013) and self-
supervised learning (El-Yaniv & Pechyony, 2009; Chen et al., 2020a; He et al., 2020; Gidaris et al.,
2018)) have spanned a line of heated research. Most mainstream approaches fall into one of the three
classes: i) generative, ii) contrastive and iii) pretext tasks based methods. Generative based methods
(Goodfellow et al., 2014; Maji et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016) mainly use pixel-level reconstruction
to learn feature extractors. However, since feature extraction can be regarded as dimensionality
reduction, it is not necessary to record the information of each pixel. In contrast, more attempts are
to learn feature extractors by providing pretext tasks (Doersch et al., 2015; Hadsell et al., 2006b;
Oord et al., 2018), which typically involve artificially generating some transformed images e.g. by
rotating, or adding artifacts, allowing the training of predictive models to these tasks for feature
extraction. Contrastive based methods (Chen et al., 2020a; He et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020c)
recently emerge which have achieved promising accuracy, with the idea dating back to (Hadsell
et al., 2006a). The idea is that the same images generated by different augmentations still retains the
same semantic information. Therefore, it takes such images as positive samples and other samples
as negative ones, and the objective is often based on the Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) model
e.g. InfoNCE (Oord et al., 2018). Contrastive learning often requires a very large batch size, that is,
sufficient negative samples are provided in a batch. In this paper, we show by both empirical results
and theoretical proof that, there is still much space to improve existing methods by more effectively
explore the training samples.

Departure from the classic cross-entropy for supervised classification (Baum & Wilczek, 1988;
Levin & Fleisher, 1988; Rumelhart et al., 1986), which introduces the KL-divergence between two
discrete distributions: the label distribution (a discrete distribution of one-hot encoding) and the em-
pirical distribution of the logits, the recent work (Khosla et al., 2020) firstly abandons cross-entropy
loss, and instead adopts contrastive loss for supervised classification. By the natural formulation of
contrastive loss that pulls the representations of samples from the same class closer together, rather
than forcing them to be pulled towards a specific target as done in cross-entropy, it achieves state-
of-the-art performance for supervised learning. Back to the unsupervised setting as the focus of this
paper, we note that self-supervised contrastive learning (Chen et al., 2020a; He et al., 2020; Oord
et al., 2018) typically treats all the images augmented from the same sample as positive and con-
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trastive loss is used for feature learning rather than cross-entropy. Thus, the gap between supervised
and unsupervsied can be defined that supervised contrastive learning can take use of the supervisory
information which indicates the samples belong to one category or not.

Fortunately, these supervisory information can be obtained via adaptively learning (Blum &
Mitchell, 1998; Dasgupta et al., 2002). This paper presents a solution to this problem, which fills the
gap between self-supervised contrastive learning and supervised contrastive learning. In a nutshell,
the main contributions include:

1) We propose an adaptive self-supervised learning technique to mine nearest positive samples
(mainly composed by hard positive pairs). The resulting approach is termed AdaCLR and the ex-
perimental results show that AdaCLRpre can notably outperform existing contrastive based self-
supervised methods.

2) We theoretically show that the state-of-the-art self-supervised contrastive learning methods (Chen
et al., 2020a) are still unable to fully explore the samples, while our proposed AdaCLRpre is closer
to supervised contrastive learning.

3) We thoroughly evaluate the quality of the learnt representation on ImageNet. AdaCLRpre can
outperform state-of-the-art contrastive model in accuracy by 3.0% with extra 100 epochs.

2 RELATED WORK

Unsupervised learning has spanned a few representative subareas. We review recent pretext task
based and contrastive learning techniques. We also discuss boosting and semi-supervised models.

Pretext tasks. Pretext tasks based methods (Alwassel et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016; Jenni &
Favaro, 2018; Dosovitskiy et al., 2014; Caron et al., 2018) in general involve rendering new im-
ages by certain rules for transformation, and representation learning is fulfilled by prediction of the
enforced transformation. RotNet (Gidaris et al., 2018) proposes making pseudo labels by rotating
images. The work (Doersch et al., 2015) proposes training an encoder i.e. feature extractor by pre-
dicting the relative position of image patches. The work (Noroozi & Favaro, 2016) views solving
jigsaw puzzles as pretext task. There are more self-supervised tasks are as diverse as in-painting
(Pathak et al., 2016), instance counting (Noroozi et al., 2017) and colorization (Lai & Xie, 2019).
BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) adopts teacher-student framework to learn one encoder from the other
encoder, which means the final encoder requires training in multiple steps.

Contrastive learning. The pioneering work (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2010) formally defines Noise-
Contrastive Estimation (NCE), to distinguish two different distributions. Recently, contrastive based
methods have shown their efficacy for self-supervised learning (Chen et al., 2020a; He et al., 2020;
Oord et al., 2018) and supervised learning (Khosla et al., 2020). Specifically, the method CPC
(Oord et al., 2018) proposes the InfoNCE loss, whereby positive pairs and negative pairs are con-
structed from sequential setting data. MoCo (He et al., 2020) adopts memory bank strategy and uses
momentum-based technique to upgrade encoders, whereby the InfoNCE loss is also adopted. In de-
tail, they construct two distributions to distinguish by InfoNCE: Gaussian Noise and the distribution
of original data. Notably, SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a) proposes a simple yet efficient framework,
which directly augments original data with stronger augmentation functions. In their framework, In-
foNCE aims to distinguish the distribution of augmented samples from others. Inspired by SimCLR,
Moco v2 (Chen et al., 2020c) adopts the same augmentation functions with SimCLR. In contrast,
there is little work (Khosla et al., 2020) on supervised contrastive learning. Almost all existing
contrastive-based self-supervised methods treat only images augmented from the same sample as
positive pairs, and they can only mine hard positives by random augmentation. The result of the
work (Khosla et al., 2020) indicates when expand the positive pairs, the performance can greatly
improve. In detail, they use the label information to construct positives. Inspired by this, we design
a new approach to expand positive pairs adaptively without using label information.

Boosting and semi-supervised learning. The work (Noroozi et al., 2018) brings the idea of
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boosting to self-supervised learning,
whereby an encoder is first trained
through pretext tasks. Then, extracted
features are clustered by k-means.
Finally, pseudo-labels are extracted
from the clustering results to fine-tune
the encoder. There are also semi-
supervised methods when a small
portion of labeled data is available,
such as co-training (Nigam & Ghani,
2000; Kumar & Daumé, 2011),
instance weighting (Jiang & Zhai,
2007; Ting, 2002). The work (Zhai
et al., 2019) combines self-supervised

Figure 1: SimCLR (left) regards only data augmented from the
same image as positive samples, while the proposed AdaCLR
(right) automatically mines these positive samples.

learning and semi-supervised learning, taking consideration of balancing pretext tasks’ loss and
classification loss. Inspired by the idea of boosting and semi-supervised learning, we label the
top-K most similar pairs as positives, and then boost the encoder with these pseudo-labeled data.

3 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We detail the method of AdaCLRpre in this section. We also theoretically analyze its convergence
rate and generalization capability.

3.1 PRELIMINARIES AND BRIEF ON CONTRASTIVE LEARNING

Given an unlabeled dataset D = {x}Ni=1 and a set of augmentation functions g(·,θ), where θ is
random seed, self-supervised learning aims to train an encoder function F(·) (He et al., 2016) for
feature extraction without supervision.

We introduce the general pipeline (He et al., 2020) for contrastive learning as follows. First, one
mini-batch data B = {x}bi=1 from D is sampled where b is batch size. Taking sampled data as
input of augmentation function, we can then get two mini-batch data termed as {x1}bi=1 = g(x,θ1),
{x2}bi=1 = g(x,θ2). The defined encoder can extract information from augmented images, which
can be written as {h1} = F({x1}bi=1) and {h2} = F({x2}bi=1). Then a two-layer neural network
projection head that maps representations space to the contrastive space is adopted, which can be
written as: {z} = W2(σ(W1 ∗ h)), where σ is the activation function and W is linear layer. The
above pipeline can be summarized as:

z = W2 ∗ σ(W1 ∗ F(g(x,θ))). (1)

For SimCLR and Moco, only the samples augmented by the same image are recognized as
positives, while the others as negatives. Therefore, the negative set can be written as N =
{(z1i , z2j )

⋃
(z1i , z

1
j )

⋃
(z2i , z

2
j )|(i 6= j)}. While each sample only belongs to one positive pair. Thus,

the positive pairs can be dentoted by P = {(z1i , z2i )|0 ≤ i ≤ b}, and the objective becomes:

Linfo = −E

[
log

exp(z1i · z2i /τ)
exp(z1i · z2i /τ) +

∑
zi,zj∈N exp(zi · zj/τ)

]
, (2)

where zi · zj denotes the dot product of two vectors and τ the temperature parameter (Wu et al.,
2018). This loss has been widely used in (Chen et al., 2020a; He et al., 2020; Oord et al., 2018).

3.2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

In line with the simple protocol in SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a), in our approach we first train an
encoder using the InfoNCE loss Linfo (see Eq. 2). Then the second stage aims to mine nearest
positive pairs automatically. For each image, we regard top-K closest vectors as its positives. For
example, the positive pairs of image index of 1 can be written as:

P1K = {(zi, zj)|(i, j) ∈ topK(S1n)|(1 ≤ n ≤ 2 ∗ b− 1)}, (3)
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where S ∈ R2b×(2b−1) is the similarity matrix, as can be obtained by concatenating two mini-batch
and then calculating dot product. Thus, the top-K positive pairs as denoted by Pada is given by:

Pada = {(zi, zj)|(zi, zj) ∈ PiK |i ∈ {1, 2, 3 · · · , 2 ∗ b}}, (4)

Denote Psame = {(z1i , z2i )}, then the final positive pairs are the union: PtopK = Pada
⋃
Psame:

given a weak encoder, the pair generated by the same image may not belong to Pada.

The negative set can be written as NtopK = {(zi, zj)|(zi, zj) /∈ PtopK}. Then the objective is:

Lada = −E{log
∑

(zi,zj)∈PtopK
exp(zi · zj/τ)∑

(zi,zj)∈PtopK
exp(zi · zj/τ) +

∑
(zi,zj)∈NtopK

exp(zi · zj/τ)
}, (5)

where Pada can mine neatest positives automatically and Psame restricts lower bound of Lada. Fi-
nally, by reducing the error rate of pseudo labels, it is more close to supervised contrastive learning.

Note that AdaCLRpre involves two training stages. In the first stage, Linfo is adopted and in the
second stage, the objective switches to Lada.

3.3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Impact of batch size and categories size. Given a set of sampled mini-batch data {X}bi=1. Denote
C(b, n) as combination function, as written as C(b, n) = n!/b! ∗ (n − b)!. Suppose there are c
categories, and there is p probability which can make at least δ percent categories with m samples:

p(δ, i) =
C(dc · δe+ i, b)

∏b
j=0{(dc · δe+ i) · C(m, dc · δe ·+i− j)} · C(dc · δe, c)

cn
, (6)

where d·e is the round up function and p =
∑b−dc∗δe
i=0 p(δ, i). When the batch size is large enough,

the performance of SimCLR won’t improve with the batch size, since there are too many positives
that are recognized as negatives. Specifically, when batch size is larger than c, there must be at least
one positive which is mis-recognized into negative pair, with an adverse impact on the encoder.

Impact of directly training and boosting training. Note AdaCLRpre involves two stages for
training, and the first stage can give some prior knowledge to the second stage. Note that the label
in Psame is strictly clean without noise, while Pada can be recognized as unlabeled. In this sense,
the training of AdaCLRpre is similar to the setting of semi-supervised learning.
Theorem 1 (Generalization and Convergence rate of AdaCLRpre). Suppose we are given a mini-
batch training sample of size l, after the first stage training, encoder function f can bring λl positive
pair in Pada. Let Xout be the set of the full dataset. For any constant γ, with probability at least
1− δ, the generalization error of AdaCLRpre is upper bounded by:

errout ≤ errin +
R(k+1)l(Xout)

γ
+ cQ

√
min((1 + λ)l, (k − λ)l) +

√
SQ

2
ln

1

δ
, (7)

where Q = 1/(l + λl) + 1/(kl − λl) and S = (1+k)l
((1+k)l−1/(2))(1−1/max(1+λ,k−λ)l) . Moreover, the

convergence rate of AdaCLRpre is in order of:

O(AdaCLRpre) ≈ O(1/
√
min(1 + λ, k − λ)l), (8)

Proof AdaCLRpre selects the top-k closest data samples as positives, which can be recognized as a
setting with (1 + λ) ∗ l labeled data and (k − λ) ∗ l unlabeled data for co-training, which satisfies
the setting of Eq. 11 in (El-Yaniv & Pechyony, 2009). Then we can get:

errout ≤ errin +Rm+u(X ) +BmaxcQ
√
min(m,u) +B

√
SQ

2
ln

1

δ
, (9)

where Bmax and B are two constants by letting B = B2−B1 and Bmax = max(|B1|, |B2|). Take
B1 = 0, B2 = 1, m = (1 + λ) ∗ l and u = (k − λ) ∗ l to Eq. 9. We can obtain Eq. 7.

When l is large enough, it is easy to get S → 1. Thus, the convergence rates of the term on the right
of Eq. 8 are in order of O(cQ/

√
min(1 + λ, k − λ)l). Then, we can complete the proof.
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Algorithm 1 Training procedure of AdaCLRpre. z ∈ Rb×d is the semantic feature in contrastive
space for d is the feature dimension size.

1: Input: number of positive pairs K, mini batch {x}bi=1, augmentation function g, max epochs
maxiter. S ∈ R2b×(2b−1) is the similarity matrix.M∈ R2b×2b is the mask matrix. T (·) is the
transpose function;

2: Initialization: encoder function F , two non-linear transformation head (W1,W2, σ), epoch =
0, random seed list θ, mask matrixM;

3: Output: trained encoder function F ;
4: Pre-train encoder by runnning the existing model SimCLR: F ← SimCLR(F);
5: while epoch < maxiter do
6: Obtain two-mini batch augmented data in Eq. 1: x1 ← g(x,θ1),x

2 ← g(x,θ2);
7: Encoded feature in Eq. 1: h1 ← F(x1),h2 ← F(x2);
8: Two non-linear layer transformation in Eq. 1: z1 ←W2σ(W1h

1), z2 ←W2σ(W1h
2);

9: Calculate cosine similarity matrix: S ← cat(z1, z2, dim = 1)× T (cat(z1, z2, dim = 1));
10: Update S by masking the diagonal values of matrix. S ← S(M);
11: Construct adaptive positive pairs in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Pada ← {(zi, zj)|(zi, zj) ∈ PiK |i ∈

{1, 2, 3 · · · , 2 ∗N}};
12: Construct original positive pair: Psame ← {z1i , z2i |0 ≤ i ≤ 2N − 1};
13: Construct total positive pairs and negative pairs: Pboost ← Pada

⋃
Psame and Nboost ←

{(zi, zj)|(zi, zj) /∈ Pboost};
14: Update encoder in Eq. 5: Lada ← −E{log exp(Pboost/τ)

exp(Pboost/τ)+exp(Nboost/τ)
},F ← F − ∂Lada

∂F ;
15: end while
16: return F ;

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 EXPERIMENTS SETUP

Data augmentation. To ensure the fairness of the experiments, we adopt the same augmentation
function as in (Chen et al., 2020a). In detail, we utilize random crop (resize and random flip), color
distortion, gray scale and random Gaussian blur. For training, we randomly crop and resize the raw
images to 224× 224, and for inference, we resize to 256× 256.

Learning rate and batch size. In the first training stage of AdaCLRpre which is the same to
SimCLR, we adopt the same protocol of SimCLR, i.e. using LARs optimizer (You et al., 2017) and
set learning rate as 0.3×BatchSize/256, and the weight decay is set as 10−6. While in the second
stage of AdaCLRpre, we set learning rate as 0.15 × BatchSize/256 with LARs optimizer (You
et al., 2019).

Baseline and dataset. We mainly conduct experiments on ResNet-50(1x) (He et al., 2016), in
addition with some extensive experiments also on ResNet(2x, 4x). The used dataset ImageNet (Deng
et al., 2009) contains about 1.28 million images in 1,000 classes. Note the dataset is well-balanced
in its class distribution, and its images generally contain iconic view of objects.

Dimension for evaluation. To keep the same configuration with the compared method SimCLR,
the dimension of encoder output is set 2048, and the projection of non-linear transformation’s output
is set as 256. We evaluate the model by a linear layer as the output of the network.

4.2 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Overall comparison with state-of-the-art. Table 1 shows the linear evaluation of top-1 and top-5
accuracy on ImageNet with different models. In the first stage, the initialized encoder is trained with
Linfo in 1,000 epochs, then we re-train the encoder with Lada using 100 epochs.

We compare our AdaCLRpre with two kinds of supervised models. One is ResNet-50 on ImageNet
with standard cross-entropy loss, and the other one is trained with supervised contrastive loss. To en-
sure the fairness of data, we use the same augmentation of AdaCLRpre. Previous explorations have
shown that the model with stronger augmentation and larger epochs is not better than normal aug-
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Table 1: Results on ImageNet with ResNet-50 as backbone. The Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy are
under linear evaluation i.e. by a linear classifier for final classification (the same as in SimCLR).

Method Backbone Parameters(M) Top-1 Top-5 Label
Sup cross entropy (He et al., 2016) ResNet-50 24 78.3 93.9 X

Sup contrastive (Khosla et al., 2020) ResNet-50 24 78.8 92.3 X
Moco (He et al., 2020) ResNet-50 24 60.6 - ×
Moco (He et al., 2020) ResNet-50 (4x) 375 68.9 - ×

CPC v2 (Hénaff et al., 2019) ResNet-50 24 63.8 85.3 ×
CPC v2 (Hénaff et al., 2019) ResNet-161 305 71.5 90.1 ×
RotNet (Gidaris et al., 2018) ResNet (4x) 87 55.4 - ×

BYOL (Grill et al., 2020) ResNet-50 24 74.3 91.1 ×
SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a) ResNet-50 24 69.3 89.0 ×
Moco v2 (Chen et al., 2020c) ResNet-50 24 71.1 - ×

SimCLR v2 (Chen et al., 2020b) ResNet-50 35 77.5 93.4 X
AdaCLRpre ResNet-50 24 72.3 91.5 ×

SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a) ResNet-50 (2x) 94 74.2 92.0 ×
SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020a) ResNet-50 (4x) 375 76.1 93.2 ×

AdaCLRpre ResNet-50 (2x) 94 75.9 92.7 ×
AdaCLRpre ResNet-50 (4x) 375 77.3 93.7 ×

Table 2: Results of different K and batch sizes. When K = 0, AdaCLRpre degenerates to SimCLR.
Batch size / K 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1024 67.1 68.6 69.4 69.9 70.1 70.8 70.4 69.8 69.2 68.8 68.1
2048 68.3 68.8 69.6 70.4 71.2 71.7 71.6 70.3 70.1 69.6 69.4
4096 69.4 69.6 69.7 70.7 71.7 72.0 72.3 71.2 70.6 70.3 69.9

Table 3: Results with different batch sizes. It involves all different ways of augmentation.
Model / Batch size 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

AdaCLRpre (K = 1) 60.3 61.1 63.8 66.2 67.8 68.6 68.8 69.6
AdaCLRpre (K = 5) 58.7 60.3 61.4 65.1 66.9 70.8 71.7 72.0

SimCLR (1,000 epochs) 62.4 63.8 65.1 66.4 67.1 67.9 68.2 69.3
SimCLR (1,100 epochs) 62.5 64.0 65.1 66.5 67.2 68.0 68.3 69.4
SimCLR (1,600 epochs) 62.8 64.4 65.3 66.9 67.6 68.1 68.5 69.8

mentation and smaller epochs for cross-entropy loss. Thus, we just train supervised cross-entropy
loss with 100 epochs. For supervised contrastive learning, the original work set batch size as 8192,
due to the limitation of GPUs, we just test it on 4096, and the Top-1 accuracy score is 78.3%. Since
the AdaCLRpre is a boosting-like method. The amount of parameters is the same with SimCLR.
SimCLR v2 adopts deeper projection head and use 10% labeled data.

Ablation study on batch size and K values. In Section 3.3 we have analyzed that the setting K
should match with mini-batch size. As in our AdaCLRpre the label information is unavailable, it is
unknown which images in a mini-batch belong to one category, the batch size can greatly impact the
final accuracy.

For comparing different K in our AdaCLRpre, at its first training stage, we train an encoder with
1,000 epochs and batch size 4096, which achieves 69.3% accuracy. In the second stage, we train the
pre-trained encoder with extra 100 epochs by different batch sizes and K values.

We compare in Table 2 with different settings of batch sizes and K values. When the batch size
is 1024 and K is 10, the accuracy decreases and we conjecture this may be due to the reason that
AdaCLRpre regard images belonging to different classes as the positives. While when the batch size
is 4096 and K is set as 5, the accuracy has been significantly improved.
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Table 4: Results with different augmentations functions. Note R-Color, R-Gray, R-Flip means the
removal of color, gray scale, and horizontal flip, respectively. Here the batch size is set 4096.

Model / Augmentation Color Color & Blur R-Color R-Gray R-Flip Total
AdaCLRpre (K = 1) 47.7 53.9 55.8 68.3 69.1 69.6
AdaCLRpre (K = 5) 51.9 59.7 61.7 69.1 71.3 72.0

SimCLR (1,000 epochs) 41.8 47.6 51.3 65.7 67.3 69.3
SimCLR (1,100 epochs) 42.2 47.9 51.6 65.8 67.4 69.4
SimCLR (1,600 epochs) 42.8 48.6 52.8 66.1 67.7 69.8

4.3 FURTHER ABLATION STUDY

The size of mini-batch and that of the augmentation domain can greatly influence the accuracy. We
compare AdaCLR and SimCLR with different settings of augmentation and batch size.

Batch size. For contrastive methods, the main way that batch size affects the performance is whether
it can provide enough negative pairs. For AdaCLR, we conjecture that the batch size will influence
both negative and positive pairs. In detail, with smaller batch size, AdaCLR can recognize negative
pairs as positives with larger probability. Thus, AdaCLRpre is more sensitive than SimCLR to batch
size. To verify this, we first train SimCLR with Linfo by 1,000 epochs, and the batch size is set 32
to 4096. Then, we re-train the encoder with Lada of the same batch size by 100 epochs.

Data augmentations. It is interesting that when expanding the domain of augmentations, the perfor-
mance can greatly improve. Stronger augmentation functions can cause larger area of augmentation
domain and each point in this area can provide a little contribution. Then, the hard positives can
be sampled with higher probability. In other words, the hard positives play an important role in
contrastive learning. AdaCLRpre can mine hard positive samples automatically, since the positive
pairs can not only be generated by the same images but also different images in one category. Thus,
AdaCLRpre is less sensitive than SimCLR to data augmentation. Same with the experiments in
batch size, we evaluate them with a few augmentation ways: {Crop only, Crop and blur, remove
color, remove gray-scale and remove horizontal flip}.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the accuracy with different batch sizes and augmentations functions. When
the batch size is larger than 512, the performance of AdaCLRpre improves after 100 epochs of
training. We conjecture that some samples augmented from different categories should also belong
to the positives, and our methods can exactly mine such positives. Besides, the proposed adaptive
algorithm can be recognized as a way to expand the distribution of positive pairs. Thus, AdaCLR is
more robust than SimCLR.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel self-supervised method called AdaCLR with its two variants
with pretraining based on SimCLR: AdaCLRpre. It is difficult to mine hard positives for existing
contrastive self-supervised models, while our model provides an adaptive technique. We theoreti-
cally show that AdaCLR can combine the properties of semi-supervised learning and self-supervised
learning, leading to the improved generalization ability. Moreover, we further theoretically show
why the convergence rate of AdaCLRpre. Finally, we evaluate our approaches on ImageNet and the
experimental results are consistent with our theoretical analysis.
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